
BRAND
MANAGEMENT



Socialoid has been founded by Alveer Rahman who
is also your host of the presentation. I have been a
part of this industry of digital media solutions and

advertisement for over 3 years where I have
acquired not only skills but ways to challenge the

digital algorithm.   

Socialoid is a new age advertisement startup that focuses on brand management, target
audience acquisition, high engagement rate conversions, optimised inorganic campaigns and

the overall welfare of a brand across digital media platforms.
 

Currently, we are the digital marketing partners for Wild Wings Escapade and Education
Empire
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Audience Development
 

Create a loyal fan base by regularly replying
to comments, consistent channel hygiene

checks, creating optimised thumbnails and
appropriate promotions

Strategic Content Deployment
 

Make optimum use of the platform with
a strategic deployment plan which
includes tentpole events and more

Platform Management
 

 Developing, operating and maintaining
YouTube and Social Media Platforms

adhering to the policies and best
practices 

Optimization
 

Optimizing these key sections of the content
and platforms such as the post copy,

hashtags, meta to increase the reach, views
and engagement of the content  and improve

the visibility of the brand

Build Communities
 

Activate Communities and Stories to
create a strong audience base with
high engagement using optimised
creatives made exclusively for the

community

Performances Marketing 
 

Optimising and enabling ads across
platforms like Facebook, Instagram,

Google and Youtube

OUR SERVICES



Socialoid first studies the brand and its target audience. 

Depending upon the target audience the influencers are selected which might best suit the brand  

Socialoid then makes a strategy and a plan on how the brand needs to be promoted through

influencers keeping the brand's USP and end goal in mind.

After confirming a plan and strategy, consistent activity and analysis along with ORM take place.

At the end of the promotions, Socialoid shares the report with the brand.  

 

 

STEP BY STEP PROCESS OF ONGOING A BRAND 



STRATEGY

Strategising and executing campaigns
and content for the brand as per its

tonality while keeping track of the latest
trends

CONTENT CREATION

Quality Content optimised for 
Social Media



Updating the display pictures
Updating the banners
Ensuring the homepage, info sections are up
to date with the latest content

Updating the platform's basics to improve the
overall appeal of the channel and to make it
highly searchable 

Ensuring that the brand's digital reputation is
preserved and added credibility through the
following 

Replying to comments, messages, queries
Addressing to digital modes of distress
immediately
Acknowledging appreciation and feedback

PLATFORM MANAGEMENT ONLINE REPUTATION
MANAGEMENT



Optimising the content with the right
post copies, tags and hashtags to

increase the overall reach of the content
on each individual platform for optimum

results.

 ANALYSIS AND
REPORTS 

Understanding and analysing the
performance of the posts

deployed and the overall strategy
across platforms with weekly and

monthly reports that will be
shared with the clients. 

 DEPLOYMENT



We work on analysing the audience behaviour and consumption which

later is used to optimise the ad targeting 

We follow ad guidelines and avoid chanced of being red flag by the

respective avenues.

We optimise the budget utilised through a keen analysis of the CPC. 

Enabling SEO friendly ads across avenues like Facebook, Instagram,

Twitter, LinkedIn, Google and YouTube 

PERFORMANCE MARKETING

Brand: LemonOp 

Campaign Type: Reach and Awareness 

Objective:  The objective was to spread awareness amongst the target audience to
leverage  the occasion of   “International Youth Day” on Facebook & Instagram
broadly focusing on college students & freshers

Results: With 3 post published we reached over 981K people & almost a million
impression with  a minimal budget of INR 1000 

CASE STUDY



we work on creating a loyal fan base for the brand via engaging
and spreading awareness while adhering to the brand tonality
and USP

We will also ensure that the social media pages are healthy by
following the community guidelines, optimized post copies and
other aspects to increase the shelf life of the content produced
and published.

AUDIENCE DEVELOPMENT



CREATIVE SHOWCASE





MY WORK

360 Marketing, Brand Management, Content Creation, ORM, Performance Marketing,
Celebrity Integrations, Influencer Marketing and Ad Making

360 Marketing, Brand Management, Content Creation, ORM, Performance Marketing and
Ad Making

360 Marketing, Brand Management, Content Creation, ORM, Performance Marketing,
Celebrity Integrations, Influencer Marketing, Production and Ad Making

360 Marketing, Brand Management, Content Creation and ORM

Here are a few among many of the brands that I have managed and brought a difference in the way the
audience engages with them.



ARE YOU READY
TO TAKE YOUR BRAND TO

NEWER HEIGHTS?



THANK YOU
Contact us

socialoidforyou@gmail.com

ALVEER RAHMAN

Socialoid

7731052050

Founder


